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5000+ sqft Luxury Vacation Cabin, 4 Bedrooms + Convertible beds, 4.5 Baths (Sleeps 20) - $587 avg/night - Big Bear City - Amenities include: Internet, Hot Tub, Fireplace, TV, Satellite or cable, Washer & Dryer, Children Welcome, Parking, No Smoking, Heater â€“ Bedrooms: 4 â€“ Sleeps: 20 â€“ Minimum stay from 2 night(s) â€“ Bookable directly online - Book vacation rental 238680 with Vrbo. To navigate to Skip menu use control + q shortcut. Skip to booking details. Skip to property overview. Skip to ask a question. Skip to search. Skip to site header. Big City Hostel offers you a convenient place to stay, right in the heart of Berlin. Our rooms are comfortable, clean, and safe, our prices are low, and our atmosphere is always friendly. We are also right next to one of europeâ€™s most spectacular event locations, the Tempelhofer Freiheit. The infamous Potsdamer Platz and Kreuzbergâ€™s Bergmannstrasse are also very close and easily accessed. Due to our location right next to the Berlin underground transport system and a nearby motorway, Big City Hostel is easy to reach at day and night. We hope to welcome you soon at the Big City Hostel Berlin Living in big cities or small towns both have advantages and disadvantages to their location. Peopleâ€™s living preferences vary for many reasons such as age, profession and interests. Convenience is one of the most beneficial factors to living in a big city. Larger cities are more industrial and advanced and everything can be found with the least effort and time. Disclaimer: This work has been submitted by a student. Big City, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. 682 likes. Contact for booking 9026710005. Booking 25% Or Minimum Rs.11,000. Registry On the Spot. Near By Localities: ➡Front on Klyani River Udholi Safdaraganj Faizabad Road. Welcome to "BIG CITY GROUP OF COMPANIES" Gomti Nagar Lucknow. Our 4 Running Residential Projects in City of Lucknow. 1- "KAILASHA THE TEMPLE TOWN" Located on Kishan Path Near New Jail Road Lucknow. The Big Apple! The city that never sleeps (although I try to get at least eight hours a night, or my eyelids will get puffy, and Shari says I get cranky)! But none of that is whatâ€™s making me so giddy. The sunlight, the Renoir, the Met, Fifth Avenue, New York.None of that can compare to whatâ€™s really got me excited—something better than all of those things, and a new back-to-school outfit from TJ Maxx put together. Welcome to New York, little Julio! In fact, if you ask me, Chaz is sort of secretly hoping we wonâ€™t find a place, and Shari will have to move in with him. Because Chaz is romantic that way.